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The Business Approach
Tokenization
Adopting tokenization for PRDS means that we are adopting a new way to issue securities and raise capital for the business through the Blockchain. This
means, developing a smart contract to create a token to act as the backbone of the company while this tokens ($PRDS) is launched on the market
(DEX&CEX) for the community to trade on.
Most importantly, the token have certain token distribution mechanism to ensure when the time arises, the token is there to ensure there is enough
capital for the development to keep going.
The primary focus of the business is to deliver on its promises to the community by building a hotel in Maldives from the capital being raised with the
help of large and small scale investors within Bitgert ecosystem.
The capital for the Hotel is intended to be raised within the ecosystem by ensuring the community and stakeholders of the business gets their investment
equivalent stake in the business as well. Through this model, we ensure the phase 1 of the project is completely fueled by the strong community behind
us.
Funding or capital of the phase 2 of the project will be released in due time to ensure the company is always moving forward. This phase of the project
will see the investment size increasing exponentially due to the size of the investment. The team expects the island acquiring and the development would
be a multimillion dollar investment which would best be delivered from development wallet and strong investors behind the project.
To reach these milestones and increase the market price and value of PRDS during phase 1 will be a significant target of the company. Only when we
grow bigger, we can deliver the phase 2. Hence, it is important that the team is persistent and determined to continue delivering and rising capital to
ensure hotel construction is ongoing and the hotel finishes as per the set timelines.
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Token Distribution

Contract developed on Bitgert.com. Bitgert is A Crypto Engineering
Organization, Which Has Built The Fastest Blockchain With A Speed Of
100,000 Transaction Per Second & Near Zero Transaction Fee, Bitgert Is
The Fastest Blockchain Of 2022 And The Fastest Growing Ecosystem With
Projects Spanning defi, nfts, Web3 & Much More, Bitgert Also Has
Developed A BRC20/ERC20/BEP20 Supported Wallet on Android & ios.
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A space for the worldwide cryptocurrency communities to come together,
celebrate your wins or even work on your own projects. A space designed to
accommodate project teams to work on their projects, or host launch events,
or host your AMAs from the paradise. These are just few things you could be
doing here.
Most important of all, everyone get to have their share of the paradise and
have your own space in the Maldives to visit anytime of the year or when you
need an escape the most!
Everything we achieve with this token will always come back to the token as
reinvestments. A business model we will apply that would allow us to invest a
percentage of business profits back to the Token.
• Reinvestment of a portion of the business profit to grow company’s PRDS
holdings
• Creation of staff wallets during staff onboarding with a fixed amount of
balance to each staff. Staff can claim 50% of the total profits of the wallet after
3 years of working with the company Brise Paradise, registered in Maldives,
and operating in Maldives as well.
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Phase I
Brise paradise hotel opens on a Maldivian island.
The hotel will be the initial step toward realizing our larger objectives in the next
phase.
The hotel will have total 18 rooms making it a significant revenue stream to the
business after going into full operation. There will be certain reinvestments back
to the token from hotel profits to ensure $PRDS Token sustainability as while
growing the market capitalization.
The hotel itself, running it’s full course, such as water sports, surfing, island
excursions and everything else coming to generate more revenue to the
business will be a significant value being added to the PRDS ecosystem.
Dividend distribution to the Proxy NFT holders will commence as soon as the
hotel goes into operation

Phase II
Brise paradise Private Decentra-Island
Details of this phase with cost and development plans will be
announced as per the roadmap.
The team expects the island acquiring and the development would
be a multimillion dollar investment which would best be delivered
from development wallet and strong investors behind the project.
Dividend distribution from the island profits to the Proxy NFT
holders will commence as soon as the island goes into operation
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Introducing future PRDS Marketplace!
We always knew we would need more to spread our community across
the globe 🌎
Brise Paradise geared up to empower the community and individuals at
a greater extent through our Marketplace. A lot of possibilities and a lot
of opportunities for anyone to start earning a passive income
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What is given free under the perks?
Hotel:
• Booking fees or the room charges.
• Each day you’ll get 2 meals free (for the holder
tiers Platinum and Diamond)
• You can bring along a companion to stay with you
(or even your family)
• Each room will accommodate for 2 adults
normally
• Family rooms will accommodate 2 children and 2
adults.
• Travel and other expenses to be borne by the
guest as room charges will be waived off under
the perks.
Resort:
• To be announced as per the roadmap.
Each perk requires you to book for a minimum of 5 days except for the
Diamond holders.
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THE HOOKED COLLECTION

